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          Before the explosion of planet Earth due to the nuclear war, which took place in 2022, 

people decided to move to the planets discovered in 2020. Those, who didn’t die during the 

biggest conflict on the Earth ever, were very lucky. Only two hundred people were registered 

as “emigrants”, who got on into the rocket and flew away.  

         There were two planets which had enough amount of oxygen to live on them. Both were 

inhabited. The first planet was called “A”. Only rich and highly educated people could live on 

it. They had everything- fresh air, the access to the minerals indispensable in life and money. 

The second planet was inhabited by poor and non-educated people , who couldn’t even afford 

a night on planet “A”. It was called planet “B”. Both populations were independent from each 

other until planet ”B” wanted a contact. The president of planet “A” didn’t agree to it. He didn’t 

want to link politics to the planet, which wouldn’t even survive a hundred years.  

         The last ray of hope was lost for planet “B”. There wasn’t enough oxygen for everyone. 

The queen of the planet, Kate Collins, announced   the state of emergency. The worst was yet 

to come. Three months later  the oxygen cylinders lost their efficiency. The only thing people 

could do was to burst in tears. The president of planet “A” wasn’t even a bit interested in the 

problems of the neighboring population, what is more, he wanted them to be dead, because he 

couldn’t stand having poor neighbors. The decision was made. 11th July 2023 was the 

planned date of “Final Solution”. A lot of spaceships landed on planet “B” to kill the rest of the 

poor and non- educated people. Those people were trash, according to the president of planet 

“A”. There was just one problem. The army, that was forced to attack those people didn’t want 

to participate in the war. In their opinion people moved to other planets to create a better 

world. They blushed with the shame and the entire army cancelled the attack and went to the 

president’s base and killed him.  

        The president was officially buried next to an old tree. His grave has “The last solution” 

scraped on its’ top. Four days later the queen Kate Collins made a speech for everyone present 

on planet “B”. “Now, when the former president is dead, we can live in freedom. We can create 

better community to honor the people, who died in the explosion of the Earth, because there is 

no planet “B”, said the queen. 

        Due to the lack of oxygen everyone moved to planet “A”, which wasn’t planet “A” any 

more. The community decided to call it “Earth 2.0” 15th July 2023 was the day, when the 

humankind put a stop to wars, conflicts and hate and started a new era of happiness. 
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